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Letter to our customers

Dear Friends,
Growers Tools was started based on the belief that growers and landscapers need the best tools
available to produce an economical and fruitful harvest or landscape design. Over our years of
being involved with the growing community, we have encountered numerous individuals who have
been frustrated by the low quality and poor design of the tools commonly available on the market.
Broken heads, cracked steel, dull blades, and poor design are only some of the concerns that make
doing work by hand seem so challenging.
We took it upon ourselves to find high quality tools that would not break, crack, or make the job
seem so difficult it was not worth the effort. We found that in Europe, hand tool farming is still a
vibrant and important part of their agricultural economies. As a result, several companies still
produce very high quality tools based on knowledge, tradition, and craftsmanship that have been
developed over hundreds of years. These tools are made to be passed down from generation to
generation, just like grandpa’s hand tools once were.
Our goal is to provide you with the best hand tools for all your growing needs. While the sticker
price on these tools is larger than the tools you will find at a large department or home improvement store, you will find that the quality, design, and construction of our tools will save you time and
energy that will be well worth your investment. You will be able to pass these tools down from
generation to generation.
Currently we source our tools from a company called Falci. Hand forged in the hills of Italy, Falci tools
are known for being the finest professional quality garden tools on the market. Falci tools are characterized by the use of first-class raw materials, a 400 year old tradition of artisanal craftsmanship,
and diverse agricultural niches based on a broad and deep knowledge of consumer needs.
These tools are also easily re-sharpened and re-handled. Should the need arise we will sharpen and
re-handle any tool for the lifetime of the tool, but it might take a while!
Happy Growing!
Sincerely,
Larry Stosman and Varun Paranjpe
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Scythes and Pruners
FALCI SPECIALIST 9”
VINEYARD PRUNER
Our best-selling item.
These premium forged
pruners slice through
anything in their way. The
longer handle gives you
greater leverage to cut
through thicker vegetation
and the leather strap
maintains the pruners for a
longer life span.
#247500-23
Retail: $34.95
Holiday Sale: $29.95

FALCI SPECIALIST 8”
PROFESSIONAL PRUNER
Customer Favorite.
Modeled on Swiss design,
these hand forged
pruners cut through
tough shrubbery and
foliage while remaining
sharp use after use.
Features non-slip cushioned grips that make this
tool comfortable and easy
to use.
#247450-21
Retail: $42.95
Holiday Sale: $35.95

“I love these tools. The
Falci pruners are the best
pruners I have ever used.
They are very versatile and
I use them everywhere
around the
garden.”
Stephen Dienger,
Professional Farmer
and Gardener

FALCI SPECIALIST SCYTHE
Falci scythes are known for being the best
scythes in the world! Hand forging produces a
sharp, thin, blade that allows you to reap and
mow with ease. The pollution and noise-free
way to mow your grass. Great exercise too!
Item #

Length

110106-65
110106-70

25.6” Scythe
27.6” Scythe

#110106-65
Retail: $53

Holiday Sale: $49.95

#110106-70
Retail: $53

Holiday Sale: $49.95
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Forks and Rakes

FALCI SPECIALIST DIGGING FORK WITH
TRAPEZOIDAL PRONGS
Falci Specialist Digging Forks are guaranteed
to last. The steel heads will not bend or break!
Made from premium grade steel from the
Savoy region of Italy, these hand forged forks
are great for loosening, lifting, and turning over
soil in all conditions.
#246941-29
Retail: $75
Holiday Sale: $62.99

FALCI MANURE FORK 4 PRONGS
This sturdy 4 tined manure fork is great for
moving and turning compost. The pointed
tines make the collection of manure and
compost easier than with conventional
designs.
#246040-20
Retail: $65
Holiday Sale: $52.99

FALCI 14 PRONG WEEDING RAKE
Strong spiraled tines make this versatile rake
capable of many jobs around the garden. Great
for loosening and leveling soil and light weeding.
#248900-14
Retail: $29.99
Holiday Sale: $24.99

FALCI 14 PRONG GARDEN RAKE
This is the classic garden rake. Strong steel
prongs make this a great tool for everyday
gardening and landscaping, including collecting leaves, grass, and hay and loosening soil.
#264154-14
Retail: $23.99
Holiday Sale: $17.99
FALCI LAWN RAKE
Light weight steel lawn rake with
flexible and strong tines. The best rake
for picking up every day grass and
leaves.
#248848-21T
Retail: $23.99
Holiday Sale: $16.99
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Spades

A

FALCI SPECIALIST SQUARE SPADE WITH EDGE (A)
FALCI SPECIALIST HORTIC SPADE (B)
Falci Spades are among the best spades in the world. All
of our spades feature strong, forged, steel heads that
taper into sharp, thin ends for maximum durability and
soil penetration. Choose between the edged square
spade for precision digging or the hortic spade for general spading duties.
SQUARE SPADE WITH EDGE (A) #249970-39L
Retail: $59.99
Holiday Sale: $49.99
HORTIC SPADE (B) #249970-37
Retail: $59.99
Holiday Sale: $49.99

B

FALCI SPECIALIST TREE PLANTING SPADE
This rounded-edge spade is long and narrow which
allows you to dig deeper into the ground. It is used for
planting and uprooting trees and plants.
#249971-13P
Retail: $69
Holiday Sale: $58.99

Crafted in Italy, Falci tools are
forged from premium-grade steel
from the mineral-rich Savoy
region.
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Shovels

FALCI CRANKED POINTED SHOVEL
Not all machine made tools are created equal.
Falci’s cranked shovel is constructed in Italy
using high grade steel and can handle any job.
This is a great shovel for the amateur or hobby
gardener or landscaper.
#249963-27
Retail: $35
Holiday Sale: $29.99

FALCI SPECIALIST FORGED POINTED
SHOVEL
This shovel is unlike anything you have ever
seen. The broad, thin body and the sharp,
tapered end displace and move twice as much
soil as the ordinary shovel. This shovel is
guaranteed to make any job quicker and
easier.
#249964-43
Retail: $75.99
Holiday Sale: $64.99

FALCI SPECIALIST LAMINATED POINTED
SHOVEL
Smaller and narrower than its forged companion, this shovel can handle the toughest
digging assignments. Great for use in
gardening, landscaping and construction.
#249964-33L
Retail: $66
Holiday Sale: $59.99

“Founded on a 400 year old
tradition of artisanal craftsmanship, Falci makes some of the
ﬁnest hand forged lawn and
garden tools in the world.”
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Garden Hoes

A

FALCI SPECIALIST SMALL FLAT PRONG HOE (A)
FALCI SPECIALIST SMALL ROUND PRONG HOE (B)
Made to last, these small fleet hoes are ideal for working in tough and rocky soil. The flat pronged and round
pronged hoes are excellent for getting out deeply
rooted weeds and turning over compacted soil.
FLAT PRONG HOE (A) #24400OTP
Retail: $54.99
Holiday Sale: $48.99
ROUND PRONG HOE (B) #244006OOQ
Retail: $54.99
Holiday Sale: $48.99

B

FALCI SPECIALIST GARDEN HOE
This classic hoe is great for weeding and breaking new ground. A sharper blade and steeper
blade angle allow you to easily and efficiently
eliminate deeply rooted and hard-to-get–to
weeds.
#244015
Item #

Weight

244015-80
244014-100

28.2 oz
35.3 oz

#244015-80
Retail: $60

Holiday Sale: $47.99

#244015-100
Retail: $62.99

Holiday Sale: $49.99
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